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EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF THE
PROCESS BY MEASURING THE INDEX OF
OPPORTUNITIES
Abstract: Effective production process management
contributes to the competitiveness of a company. If a
manufacturer knows customer requirements to produced goods
he can define specification levels for a product at each
production process. Therefore, a complex index is required
which allows to evaluate process quality quantitatively
depending on the extent of its shift and dispersion. The tool
widely used for assessing process quality is capability index.
The analysis presented in the paper shows that this index has
two drawbacks: it does not consider costs level and process
change dynamics. To solve this problem we introduced two
additional indices. One index based on the calculation of
economic losses, and the second one considers process change
dynamics. Developed quality indices can be applied for the
cases when a production process follows the Gaussian law.
Moreover, Q index should be used in the cases when the
probability of nondefective units production is high.
Keywords: quality in engineering, capability index, tolerance
limits

1. Introduction1
For many enterprises competing for a
customer the problem of managing
production processes play a crucial role
(Stefanović, 2015). If a manufacturer knows
customer requirements to produced goods he
can define specification levels for a product
at each production process. Therefore, he
needs a complex index which allows
evaluating process quality quantitatively
depending on the extent of its shift and
dispersion. Calculation of this index requires
selecting such functions which would fulfil
the following conditions: evaluation should
1
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be based on several independent parameters
measurements which specify current process
state; the index being developed should be
easy to apply in practice and should not
require special training. The most common
index that meets these requirements is
capability index (Arif et al., 2017; Aslam et
al. 2017; Balamurali et al., 2017). Let us
discuss it in detail.
If there are established upper and lower
tolerance limits (UTL and LTL) for
parameter X, we must assess its quality at
certain production stages. This quality
depends on the percentage of product items
within upper and lower tolerance limits.
Practically, process quality is often assessed
using one of capability indices (Mittag and
Rinne, 1999). Let us assume that a process
proceeds normally, i.e. we obtain product
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items with a quality parameter having
allocation with ( Х ;σ2) (Carrión et al., 2017;
Chen and Chou, 2017). Lack of quality in
this process is a result of, at least, one of the
following causes:
 process dispersion σ2 is too large
comparing with tolerance limits
(UTL and LTL);
 process customization level Х is
too far from the middle of a
tolerance interval.
Capability index is calculated as follows:
Ср=

UTL  LTL
6

(1)

The greater capability index value is, the
larger is the established tolerance limits
compared with the natural process
dispersion, i.e. with the extent of 6σ interval
(UTL and LTL) that covers 99,73% of
parameter X values having dispersion with
( Х ;σ2). Capability index does not depend
on the process customization level; it can be
interpreted as a potential quality parameter
of a process if its balance is optimal (Chen et
al., 2017; De-Felipe and Benedito, 2017).
Capability index is a real parameter of
technological process quality level; to
calculate it we use the following formula:
Срk = (1-К)Ср, where

(2)

UTL  LTL
Х
2
К=
UTL  LTL 
2

(3)

K is a dimensionless value which
characterizes the difference between real and
optimal levels of process customization.
Non-negative value of K characterizes
customization level: it is zero if Х is equal
to the tolerance interval mean and it is 1 at
the tolerance interval boundaries. Smaller
value of K represents optimal customization
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level. If K is greater than 1, Х does not fall
in the tolerance interval. One of the
drawbacks of this index is the absence of its
upper limits and can vary within the interval
(0; +  ) (Papic, 2011).
Capability index is a function of parameters
UTL  LTL
Х and σ. At the point Х =
is
2
maximal equal to Cp, and at the points

Х =LTL and Х =UTL it is equal to zero. If
Х  LTL,UTL , Cpk is between 0 and
Cp; in the opposite case it is negative. Thus,
Cpk is limited above by Cp index, and below
it varies until -  . Cp index is not limited
above, and below it has a limit equal to zero.
If a process runs unsatisfactorily, we cannot
explain it using only Cpk index without
concerning other factors. We will not be able
to determine whether process disturbance is
caused by its high dispersion or insufficient
customization; detailed explanation is
possible if we explore the factors which
cause the variation of all Cp indices together.
According to H.J. Mittag and H. Rinne,
probability characteristics of process quality
measure are more evident compared with
Cpk index and limited above.
We used Cpk as a main index describing
production process quality (Fallah et al.,
2017; Hussain et al., 2017; Kahraman
Kahraman): all management decisions are
taken considering its value. We detected the
following drawbacks of this index in some
particular cases:
 index insensitivity to defect rate
increases;
In case of process change (see Figure 1) Cpk
index remains constant because it is
monodirectional: defect rate change to the
left will not be considered until it exceeds
the defect rate to the right (Klochkov et al.,
2016; Kozlovsky et al., 2016). With that
both Х and σ change.
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Figure. 1. Curve type describing production process state 1, 2, 3, 4 are production
process states


Cpk index value increases when the rate
of irreparable defects grows, though in
this case it must decrease.
By process change (see Figure 1) Cpk index
increases because defect rate to the left
remains less than that to the right, and defect
rate to the right decreases (Oprime et al.,
2017). But in practice we can often see a
situation when exceeding one limit results,

for instance, in excessive material
consumption, while exceeding the other limit
leads to batch rejection or to more
substantial economic losses. It should be
emphasized that in these cases only Х
value changes. Such index drawbacks result
in false management decisions.

Figure 2. Gauss curves describing a production process
1, 2, 3 are production process states
By process change (see Figure 1) Cpk index
increases because defect rate to the left
remains less than that to the right, and defect
rate to the right decreases. But in practice we
can often see a situation when exceeding one
limit results, for instance, in excessive
material consumption, while exceeding the

other limit leads to batch rejection or to more
substantial economic losses. It should be
emphasized that in these cases only Х
value changes (Klochkov et al., 2016; Papic
et al., 1998). Such index drawbacks result in
false management decisions.
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2. Suggested quality level
assessment technique
Quality level assessment technique in the
case shown in Figure 1 is based on the
calculation of such index which allows
tracking production process changes.
According to many specialists, it is very
convenient to use a complex index because it
makes possible to track both separate indices
change and integrated index change as a
whole.
The suggested assessment technique implies
repetitive use of developed indices to assess
the dynamics of production process change.
To calculate such index we should find a
function, which meets the following
requirements: the assessment should be
based on the measurement of several
independent factors describing current
process parameters; the suggested index
should be easy to use in practice without
requiring special training of staff (Papic et
al., 2011; Seifi and Nezhad, 2017).
To correct the first drawback mentioned
above (index insensitivity to defect rate

increase) we shall introduce a new index. As
a process dispersion quality index Qр we
consider the difference between the real
fraction of nondefective units (RF) and the
same fraction, but in the case of a centred
process (RCF) (i.e. if a mathematical
expectation coincides with the tolerance
interval mean). The real fraction of
nondefective units is calculated using the
formula:




 UTL  Х 
 LTL  Х 
RF  f 

(4)
 f 

 

 





To calculate the real fraction for a centered
process
we
calculate
mathematical
expectation change Δ in relation to the
tolerance interval mean:

UTL  LTL
(5)
 Х
2
After we have introduced Δ, the probability
of producing a nondefective item is as
follows:

 UTL  LTL

 UTL  LTL

 1   







  f   1    ,
2
2
 f 
= f 
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where

 =


and
UTL  LTL
2

If a process is perfectly adjusted to the
tolerance interval mean Δ=   =0, then:



  = UTL  LTL
2
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Figure 3.

 and   effect on the defective items fraction (1 –  )

We can see that the probability of producing
a nondefective item depends only on   .
Now it is possible to analyse how  and Δ
value (tolerance interval mean deviation of

Х ) affect the probability of producing a
nondefective item or the level of production
defects. Figure shows the dependence of
value (1 –  ) on  at various   .
Having plotted a chart (Figure 1) we can find
out when a change Х or  is profitable
for an enterprise. Obviously, the capability
index Срк is not able to provide such
information. Nevertheless, it remains
important for enterprises to use an index,
which demonstrates a production process
change and does not depend on economic
losses (Dianda et al., 2017; Yury et al.,
2016).
We shall find UTL  and LTL  for a centred
process:

UTL  =UTL+Δ,

(6)

LTL  =LTL+Δ

(7)

Indeed, in this case the RCF value will be as
in the situation when mathematical
expectation coincides with the tolerance
interval mean. Then the index is as follows:
Qр = [1 – (RCF – RF)].

(9)

Obviously, in practice RCF will be always
greater than RF.
As a quality parameter describing the ability
of a process to meet certain requirements we
suggest to use the following ratio where RF
is a target (standard) value used inside an
enterprise.
Qs= RCF/ RF.

(10)

Besides the indices mentioned above, we
also suggest using an index showing process
entropy and probable process results number
increase. Using degree of uncertainty allows
– in case of long-term observation –
describing process maladjustment related to
the ageing of production equipment.
where H is process entropy.
Complex index is calculated by the formula:

Then we calculate RCF as:
Q= QрQsQh
RCF 

f


 UTL  Х






 


f


 LTL  Х









(12)

(8)
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3. Quality level assessment method
considering economic risks
(related to parameters
exceeding tolerance limits)
Quality level assessment method considering
economic losses must be based on such
index which comprises on factors such as
volume of production, defects probability
and degree of potential economic losses.
Such method provides an essentially new
perspective on quality expenses. Using some

simple calculations we can determine, for
instance, when it is efficient to correct
defects and when it is more cost-effective to
refuse a produced defective item, as well as
solve other particular problems related to
economically
feasible
production
management.
The developed index will be used along with
conventional capability indices and other
quality factors and should be calculated
periodically.

Figure 4. Change of a production process state with time 1, 2 are production process
states
In case of production process change (Figure
2) we suggest calculating quality index Qec
as follows:

is quite complicated.
Therefore, Р1E1 is calculated as follows:

Qec=Р1E1+Р2E2,

Р1E1=∑рiei,

(13)

where
Р1 is the probability of LTL exceed,
Р2 - the probability of LTL exceed
E1 - economic losses related to LTL
exceed,
E2 - economic losses related to UTL
exceed,
While the first summand in the Qec formula
is easy to calculate because economic losses
do not depend on LTL exceed, the other case
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(14)

where
рi is the probability of exceeding material
consumption, and
эi is economic losses related to the particular
exceeding material consumption level (per a
production unit).
Besides, we shall consider volume of
production V. Then,
Qec=V(∑рiei+ Р2E2).

(15)
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4. Major advantages of using
suggested quality level
assessment methods and
recommended practice
Obviously, Qр index is similar to (1-К)
index calculated for Cpk. It differs from (1К) only in the fact that Qр is limited above
and below and varies within the interval
from 0 to 1, while (1-К) varies within the
interval from -∞ to 1.
Let us show the difference between these
indices with the help of an example, where

Срк remains constant and is equal to 0,33,
UTL=50, LTL=10, and Х varies from 11
to 49 in increments of 1.
The data for the index (1-К) are shown in
Figure 5. We can see that the index variation
is linear. The index variation is plotted in
Figure 6. (1-К) can be plotted as (1- а

в

),

therefore in our example it varies linearly.
According to the calculations, Qр index
varies as follows (Figure 7).

Figure 5. Index (1-К) variation

Figure 6. (1-К) index calculation
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Figure 7. Qр index variation
Such variation as shown in Fig.7 can be
explained by the fact that Qр considers not
linear distance variation d related to f (Fig.
4), but areas under curve (Fig. 8). According
to correlation analysis carried out using
software package Statistica 6.0, (1-К) and

Qр indices have correlation degree equal to
0,96. The analysis shows that σ and Х vary
linearly (Figure 9 and 10).
Qр=1-(S1-S2)

(16)

Figure 8. Method of Qр index calculation
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Figure 9. σ variation

Figure 10. Variation Х

Срk;

RF;

Q.

Figure 11. Indices comparison
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To analyse Q and Срk indices we plot
variation curves for them (Figure 11).
According to the plot, Срк index does not
change, while Q index tends to decrease.
Such variation of Q index is caused by the
fact that the probability of defects increases,
so σ increases, too. That indicates not only
that Х shifts in relation to the tolerance
interval mean, but also that equipment wears
out. If the equipment did not wear (i.e. σ and
entropy did not increase), the curve Q would
coincide with the curve RF.

5. Conclusions
Developed quality indices can be applied for
the cases when a production process follows
the Gaussian law. Moreover, Q index should

be used in the cases when the probability of
nondefective units production is high, i.e.
when Cрk=0,5. In other cases it is more
convenient to use conventional Ср indices.
Qec index can be applied when losses caused
by one tolerance limit exceed are not equal
to the losses caused by another tolerance
limit exceed. In particular, such index can be
used in the cable production where cable
diameter reduction results in rejecting the
whole batch while its expansion leads to the
excessive material consumption (electrical
conductor as well as isolation material
consumption). Thus, quality level analysis of
a production process is a complex problem;
its solution depends on an adequate
application of certain indices.
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